Explaining evolution of plant communication by airborne signals
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In spite of initial doubts about the reality of ‘talking trees’, plant resistance expression mediated by volatile compounds that come from neighboring plants is now well described. Airborne signals usually improve the resistance of the receiver, but without obvious benefits for the emitter, thus making the evolutionary explanation of this phenomenon problematic. Here, we discuss four possible non-exclusive explanations involving the role of volatiles: in direct defense, as within-plant signals, as traits that synergistically interact with other defenses, and as cues among kin. Unfortunately, there is a lack of knowledge on the fitness consequences of plant communication for both emitter and receiver. This information is crucial to understanding the ecology and evolution of plant communication via airborne cues.

Communication among plants: facts, artifacts and problems of acceptance

Plants are dumb and deaf, and plant communication runs counter to human common sense. As a consequence, it was not until the early 1980s that the first reports on ‘talking trees’ entered the scientific literature. In 1983, Sitka willow (Salix sitchensis) growing close to herbivore-infested conspecifics were reported to express higher levels of resistance to herbivores than did plants that were growing further away [1]. Similarly, undamaged poplar (Populus × euroamericana) and sugar maple (Acer saccharum) saplings increased their anti-herbivore defense when exposed to the air around damaged, resistance-expressing plants [2]. It was postulated that the attacked plants had ‘warned’ their neighbors.

However, an interaction in which plants increase the fitness of their neighbors without improving their own fitness results in an evolutionary disadvantage for the emitter, and therefore represents ‘eavesdropping’ rather than true communication (see Glossary). Although the initial reports were heavily criticized for this and other reasons [3], the phenomenon undoubtedly exists: volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which are released from resistance-expressing plants, can trigger specific defensive responses in neighboring plants of various species (Table 1). Most of the underlying physiological and genetic mechanisms remain to be discovered, but several studies have demonstrated that plants growing in nature can benefit from a VOC-mediated resistance expression [4–6].

A particularly pertinent problem for future research into plant communication is the lack of empirical data on the consequences of this phenomenon on the fitness of the emitter. This knowledge is crucial to the understanding of the evolutionary origin and consequences of plant communication by airborne signals. Here, we discuss how novel empirical findings and existing theoretical models can be merged to formulate concrete questions and plausible, non-exclusive explanations for the evolutionary onset and maintenance of plant defense induction by volatile cues. Plants respond with induced resistance to attack by pathogens or herbivores [7,8]. Because pathogens and herbivores are mobile, such responses are usually expressed systemically, that is in healthy organs of the attacked plant. Although several vascular long-distance signals can mediate this phenomenon, within-plant signaling is also triggered by volatile cues [4,9–11]. Given that VOCs are released from the surface of the plant, their effects are not restricted to the emitting plant but can

Glossary

Allelopathy: the inhibition of the germination or the development of plants by chemical compounds that are released from roots or aerial parts of neighboring plants.

Cheaters: exploiters of mutualistic interactions that have evolved from former mutualists and that make use of the information or other types of resource produced by one partner without rendering any mutual benefit [87].

Eavesdropping: the act of listening surreptitiously to a private conversation. Here, the term refers to the perception of information from an emitter by a receiver that does not return a benefit to the emitter.

Extrafloral nectar (EFN): nectar involved in the indirect defense of plants via the attraction of ants and other predatory arthropods [73]. EFN secretion can be induced by herbivory and by exposition of plants to herbivore-induced VOCs and is not involved in pollination.

Green-leaf volatiles (GLVs): small C4 volatile compounds (mainly alcohols and aldehydes) that are formed from pre-existing lipid precursors by pre-existing enzymes in response to plant tissue disruption. GLVs are released within seconds from physically damaged plants [88]; they form the typical odor of freshly mowed grass.

Inclusive fitness: the combination of direct and indirect fitness components; ‘direct fitness’ describes the impact on the fitness of an individual that results from its own reproduction and ‘indirect fitness’ comprises any impact on the fitness of its kin that carries the same genes.

Kin selection theory: explains the evolutionary stability of altruistic behavior by beneficial effects of the behavior on the inclusive fitness of an organism and predicts that to express altruistic behaviour individuals within a social group must be related to a higher degree than are two random individuals of the population [89].

Plant-plant signaling: results from cues that are emitted from a plant in a plastic and conditional manner and that cause rapid responses in a receiver. Whether this phenomenon can be termed ‘plant communication’ based on the current empirical knowledge depends on whether ‘communication’ is reserved for events that serve both the emitter and the receiver of the signal.

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs): organic compounds with high vapor pressure. Here, more specifically, VOCs are volatiles released from plants in response to herbivore damage, comprising GLVs and compounds such as aromates and terpenoids whose production requires induced gene expression.

Within-plant signaling: any signaling among different parts or organs of a genetically defined, individual plant.
affect neighboring plants as well. Signaling among plants could therefore be evolutionarily derived from within-plant signaling. Clearly, future studies need to consider the consequences of interplant signaling on both the emitter and the receiver, and they will have to separate the consequences of VOC-mediated effects on neighboring plants from the multiple functions that VOCs exhibit in within-plant signaling and in other interactions of a plant with its abiotic and biotic environment (Box 1).

The history of plant communication research
The earliest descriptions of plant communication [1,2] were subject to alternative explanations, such as unexplored sources of mortality and pseudoreplication [12]. Following these critiques, most ecologists regarded communication among plants as a phenomenon that had been proposed, examined and debunked, somewhat akin to cold fusion [13]. However, these alternative explanations only suggested that the early evidence for plant communication was less than compelling, but not that the hypothesis had been disproved.

The next generation of experiments was more carefully designed [14–18] and convincingly showed that volatile signals are exchanged among plants. Because these studies were conducted in artificial laboratory settings, most ecologists doubted that similar phenomena could occur

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of first publication</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Induction of the emitter</th>
<th>Response induced in the receiver</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983 Willow (Salix sitchensis)</td>
<td>Natural herbivory</td>
<td>Resistance to natural herbivores</td>
<td>[1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poplar (Populus x euroamericana)</td>
<td>Mechanical damage</td>
<td>Increased content of phenolic compounds</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar maple (Acer saccharum)</td>
<td>Mechanical damage</td>
<td>Increased content of phenolic compounds</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990 Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum)</td>
<td>Purified gaseous compounds released from sagebrush</td>
<td>Synthesis of proteinase inhibitors</td>
<td>[14]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992 Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum)</td>
<td>Infestation with herbivorous mites</td>
<td>Increased attraction of predatory mites, reduced oviposition by herbivorous mites</td>
<td>[15]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997 Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum)</td>
<td>Infection with tobacco mosaic virus</td>
<td>Increases disease resistance</td>
<td>[16]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 Lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus)</td>
<td>Infestation with spider mites</td>
<td>Increased expression of defense-related genes</td>
<td>[17]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alder (Alnus glutinosa)</td>
<td>Manual defoliation</td>
<td>Increased resistance to natural herbivory</td>
<td>[19]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco (Nicotiana attenuata)</td>
<td>Clipped sagebrush</td>
<td>Increased resistance to natural herbivory</td>
<td>[20]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bean (Vicia faba)</td>
<td>(Z)-jasmine identified as VOC released from several plant species</td>
<td>Increased synthesis of VOCs and attraction of predators</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004 Corn (Zea mays)</td>
<td>Caterpillar feeding</td>
<td>Priming of JA synthesis and VOCs release</td>
<td>[18]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barley (Hordeum spp.)</td>
<td>Intact thistles (Cirsium spp.) as emitter</td>
<td>Decreased attractiveness to aphids</td>
<td>[21]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata)</td>
<td>Clipped sagebrush</td>
<td>Increased resistance to natural herbivory</td>
<td>[89]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>Monoterpenes as released from herbivore-damaged plants</td>
<td>Changed expression of hundreds of genes</td>
<td>[26]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009 Barley (Hordeum spp.)</td>
<td>Intact barely plants representing different cultivars as emitters</td>
<td>Decreased attractiveness to aphids and increased attractiveness to parasitoids</td>
<td>[23]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 1. Outstanding questions

Although airborne signaling has become increasingly accepted, many questions remain. For example:

- Does the emitter benefit from plant–plant signaling? Depending on the definition of the term ‘communication’, this information decides whether the phenomenon is termed communication or eavesdropping. Although no positive fitness effects have yet been reported for the emitter, considering the community level provides attractive ideas: helping neighbors could reduce herbivore pressure at the population level and would improve the inclusive fitness of the emitter, particularly for species with short dispersal distances that have a higher probability of being surrounded by related conspecifics.

- How common is airborne signaling? This question needs to be answered both for the average plant in the field (is it normally induced, primed or uninduced?) and at the taxonomic level (which plant species respond to VOCs?).

- Is within-plant signaling the ‘raison d’être’ of VOC perception? If within-plant signaling is important, the capacity to perceive VOCs should be more pronounced in anatomically complex plants and in plants in arid habitats, where vascular communication is limited by plant-water relations.

- How common is within-plant signaling in relation to plant–plant signaling? The restricted distances over which volatile signals travel can significantly affect this ratio. Most organs exposed to VOCs emitted from a damaged leaf will normally form part of the same individual, and the probability of affecting only parts of the same plant increases with decreasing distances over which VOCs remain active.

- Is interspecific signaling the rule or the exception? Positive reports on interspecific signaling are restricted to two systems (Figure 1, main text): the effects of VOCs released from sagebrush on tomato and tobacco [14,20] and the effects of odors from thistle plants on barley [21]. Not all neighboring species responded [88], but we are not aware of other reports that excluded this possibility. Is sagebrush (an emitter of high amounts of MeJA) the exception, or does airborne plant-plant signaling generally cross species borders?

- How far does the signal travel? Distance is a crucial parameter, because volatiles diffuse in the air and move by eddy current dispersal. The distances over which VOCs can affect other plants therefore depend on abiotic factors, such as wind speed, air humidity and temperature.

- Do plants avoid auto-induction? VOCs-responsive traits include the emission of more VOCs. How can plants avoid a runaway process of reciprocal induction and autoinduction? Silencing by small RNAs and the observation that a ‘confirmatory’ attack is usually required for full induction [67] open possibilities for speculation. Future studies could use artificial VOCs and monitor the genetic, hormonal and biochemical changes in tissues of plants that have (or have not) been induced.

Even the ecological relevance of these reports was still questioned, because the effects diminished as the distance between plants increased; either monotonically in the alder system [19] or beyond a threshold of 10–15 cm for tobacco and sagebrush [24]. However, sagebrush can affect resistance expression in plants growing at distances of up to 60 cm, which is within the range of sagebrush neighbors in nature [10]. Lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus) has also become a model system for studying plant communication [5,25]. In this case, the twining growth of wild beans places individuals in close proximity under natural growing conditions [4].

Resistance to herbivores and pathogens induced by airborne signals

The number of reports on plant–plant communication is now increasing rapidly (Table 1). Whereas the initial publications from 1983 were followed by only three more over the following ten years, near to 50 empirical and review articles have been published on this topic since 2005 (numbers of publications found in the ISI Web of Science) in a search for the terms ‘plant–plant communication’, ‘plant–plant signaling’, ‘plant–plant signalling’ and ‘plant communication’ as well as for reports on the expression of defense genes or traits in plants exposed to plant-derived VOCs. That air coming from induced plants (and purportedly the VOCs contained in this air) trigger phenotypic resistance and/or the expression of resistance-related genes in intact plants has now been reported for the above mentioned species and also for Arabidopsis thaliana [26], corn (Zea mays) [18,27], cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) [15], broad bean (Vicia faba) [28] and tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) [14]; new name: Solanum lycopersicum; see URL: http://sgn.cornell.edu/about/solanum_nomenclature.pl).

Interestingly, although model species have received increasing interest over the past few years, most studies on plant communication have been conducted in an ecological context and focused on the anti-herbivore defense of wild, non-model plants (Table 1). As a consequence, less is known about volatile-mediated signaling in model plants and on induction of resistance to pathogens by airborne signals. Many questions concerning the underlying molecular mechanisms, particularly of the perception of volatile signals by intact plants, remain unanswered. In the context of pathogen resistance, it has been reported that air from virus-infected tobacco elicited systemic acquired resistance (SAR) to infection in intact plants and that this effect was probably caused by high concentrations of the volatile hormone, methyl salicylate [16]. The central role of methyl salicylate in tobacco SAR signaling [29] and the observation that VOCs can induce resistance of Arabidopsis to fungi [30] make it likely that plant communication also affects pathogen resistance (Figure 1).
induced resistance against aphids in barley exposed to leaves of tobacco [20] and tomato [14] plants exposed to damaged sagebrush and for black alder [19], corn [18,27], cotton [15], lima bean [5], poplar and sugar maple [2], sagebrush [10], Sitka willow [1] and tobacco [16]. VOCs that are released from plants in response to manual clipping, natural herbivore damage or pathogen infection affect direct defenses against herbivores such as proteinase inhibitors and leaf phenolics, indirect defenses (e.g., the release of VOCs and the secretion of extrafloral nectar), the production of the signaling hormones (SA and JA) and plant pathogen resistance. Interspecific signaling (b) has so far been reported in the case of tobacco [20] and tomato [14] plants exposed to damaged sagebrush and for induced resistance against aphids in barley exposed to Cirsium plants [21].

**Fitness benefits**
In spite of the comparably high number of ecological studies, there have been few attempts to estimate the fitness consequences of plant–plant signaling, probably because methods were missing to enable the controlled exchange of air (or purified VOCs) among plants under field conditions. However, responding to volatile cues increased components of receiver fitness in those systems where this has been measured. For example, lima bean tendrils exposed to herbivore-induced volatiles lost less leaf area to herbivores and produced more leaves and inflorescences than did controls in field experiments [4,5]. Wild tobacco plants whose defenses were induced by VOCs released from a damaged sagebrush neighbor produced as many or more flowers and seeds as non-induced controls in experiments that were repeated every year for five years [6].

**Consequences of plant communication: emitters exploited by receivers?**
In the above cited examples of volatile plant communication, the receiver altered its level of resistance, whereas benefits for the emitter have been reported only in the case of VOC-mediated allelopathy [31–33]. Parasitic plants [34] and herbivorous insects [35–44] can use VOCs to locate their hosts, thereby exerting purportedly high ecological costs of VOC release on the emitter. In short, the perception of airborne cues usually benefits the receiver, whereas their release incurs a metabolic cost to the emitter [45] and might cause even higher costs when herbivores or parasitic plants use these VOCs as host-finding cues [34–44]. Moreover, improving the resistance of the neighbor might shift the competitive balance between emitter and receiver towards a disadvantage for the emitter, which is already damaged but probably helps its neighbor to avoid attack successfully.

Intriguingly, no study has yet demonstrated that resistance induction in intact neighbors can benefit the VOC-emitting plant. Should the phenomenon therefore be termed ‘eavesdropping’ rather than ‘communication”? Eavesdropping plants gain information about their risk of herbivory and adjust their defenses accordingly, enabling them to invest fewer costly resources when defenses are not needed, to gear up defenses in environments with high risk of attack, and possibly to tailor their defenses to the specific attacker. But why should plants emit the signals that are used by eavesdroppers?

In the following sections we discuss four non-exclusive explanations for the evolutionary onset and stability of VOC-mediated plant-plant signaling, which comprise: (i) VOC-mediated direct defense against biotic and abiotic stress; (ii) the role of VOCs in within-plant signaling; (iii) synergistic effects among VOCs and other types of induced resistance; and (iv) theories that are based on ideas of kin selection or group selection.

**VOC-mediated defense of the emitter**
Early explanations of the release of VOCs from herbivore-damaged plants focused on the direct defensive functions of these compounds [46]: herbivore-induced VOCs can repel herbivores [39,47–50], have antimicrobial effects [51–54] or protect plants from abiotic stress [55,56]. It was therefore suggested that VOCs serve mainly physiological plant functions and that their release is an unavoidable consequence of their physicochemical properties (high volatility and easy transmission through membranes) rather than an adaptive trait [46]. In this scenario, the attraction of predators, such as parasitic wasps and carnivorous mites [57–61], and the perception of VOCs by neighboring plants would be secondary effects that, independently of any effects on the fitness of the emitter, evolved as a consequence of the presence of VOCs in the atmosphere. These secondary effects would not even necessarily pose any significant evolutionary pressure on the production - and release - of VOCs.

**VOCs in within-plant signaling**
The direct protective effects of VOCs discussed above can explain why VOCs are emitted from attacked plants. But how did plants evolve the genetic and biochemical mechanisms that are required for their perception? Recent empirical findings [4,9–11] provide an attractive physiological explanation of why plants have evolved the capacity to both emit and to perceive VOCs: VOCs can play an...
important role as internal plant signals. Studies of sagebrush, lima bean, poplar and blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum) have demonstrated that VOCs released from the damaged parts of a plant induce resistance in undamaged organs of the same individual [4,9–11]. As proposed earlier [62,63], within-plant signaling by VOCs is faster than vascular signaling and independent of plant anatomy. These traits make VOCs capable of reaching non-orthotaxicous leaves (that is, leaves lacking direct vascular connections) and leaves that are located close in space to the attacked leaves but attached to different branches. Second, green-leaf volatiles are released immediately after cell damage and therefore provide rapid, reliable and highly mobile signals of the ‘damaged self’, making them an excellent cue to prepare systemic organs for future attack [64].

Third, lower doses of VOCs usually prime rather than fully induce resistance responses [4,9,18,25,27,65]: primed tissues do not show phenotypic changes in their resistance level but they respond faster and more strongly once attacked [66,67]. For example, lima bean shoots responded to the same intensity of mechanical damage with a stronger induction of extrafloral nectar (EFN) secretion when they had been exposed previously to VOCs that indicated the presence of damaged neighbors [25]. Similarly, resistance-related genes in maize were expressed faster after caterpillar feeding when the plants previously had been exposed to VOCs released from caterpillar-infested plants [27]. This mechanism adds a significant level of flexibility to airborne signaling within and among plants that had not been considered in earlier theoretical considerations. Any full induction of systemic resistance by local damage comes with the risk of investing in a defense that is not needed because local responses might successfully hinder the spread of the original attacker or because herbivores eventually leave the attacked plant for other reasons. Therefore, self-priming by VOCs (as reported for lima bean, poplar and blueberry [4,9,11]) allows a plant to prepare its systemic, not yet attacked organs for the upcoming attack without requiring high investment in a defense that is probably never needed [67].

Priming can also explain the positive fitness effects observed when wild tobacco plants were induced by manually damaging a sagebrush neighbor [6]. At first glance, this is a surprising result because the experimental induction signal provided misinformation about a high risk of herbivory. However, it is likely that the plants were primed rather than fully induced by the volatiles [65] and therefore only responded with full resistance expression when under attack from natural herbivores. Plants, thus, need to be able to emit and to perceive VOCs to achieve the full phenotypic plasticity that is required for a complete and efficient systemic resistance response; therefore, it is likely that signaling among plants evolved from within-plant signaling [67].

Synergistic effects among defense traits
VOCs can induce numerous responses, such as the expression of direct defenses [9,14,15,18,21,27] and the secretion of extrafloral nectar [4,5,25,68,69]. EFN attracts and enhances the survival of ants, parasitic wasps and other predators because it contributes to their carbohydrate and amino acid uptake. Because many of these predators are attracted by VOCs [70–72], synergistic interactions among VOCs and other defenses might significantly enhance their efficacy [73]. Similarly, parasitization does not kill the parasitized herbivores immediately and as such does not provide an effective plant defense on its own, particularly when parasitism causes the host caterpillar to increase its feeding rate [74]. Moreover, many parasites can only attack first- or second-instar larvae, easily enabling herbivore larvae to ‘escape’ from being parasitized. Reports on beneficial effects of the parasitization of caterpillars are, therefore, scarce and restricted to laboratory systems [75,76]. However, if VOCs induce direct defenses in addition to attracting parasites, their negative effects on herbivore development can slow down caterpillar growth and therefore increase both the exposure of caterpillars to parasites and the effects of parasitism [41].

Kin selection
Models that use ideas based on group selection theory to explain information transfer among plants [77] stress the importance of successful resistance expression in neighboring plants. Assuming that these functions of VOCs are dose dependent, any induction of VOC release could help to increase their overall efficacy at the level of the plant population [77]. This is particularly the case when we consider that high phenotypic plasticity, and the resulting heterogeneous resistance expression at the population level, poses additional problems for the evolution of counter-adaptations by herbivores and pathogens [78].

Such systems would, however, be easily invaded by cheaters [79]. Later theoretical models adopted kin selection theory [80] and pointed to the fact that altruism is more stable in populations with limited dispersal, where the neighbors of a plant are likely to be closely related because a high proportion of them are composed of its direct offspring. In this situation, helping neighbors could increase the inclusive fitness of an individual via positive effects on the survival of its offspring [81,82]. Even with efficient pollination and dispersal mechanisms, most plants exchange pollen with their close neighbors and most seeds germinate close to the mother: therefore, plants might fulfill these theoretical requirements. In summary, airborne signaling can partly be explained by models of altruism that involve positive effects on inclusive fitness [79].

If plant defense operates via tritrophic interactions, predators need to be drawn to the damaged individual. Non-infested neighbors that attract predators could reduce the number of predators that recruit to the infested plant; this effect would spatially ‘dilute’ the defensive function rather than increasing its efficacy. Furthermore, emissions of VOCs from non-infested plants [15,18,83] that signal the presence of herbivores to predators would reduce signal reliability, thereby compromising the future responses of the predator to the signal in question. To avoid these problems, VOCs would have to be emitted in significantly higher amounts from the originally infested as compared with the secondarily induced tissues to provide predators with reliable, concentration-based guidance to the indu-
cuing herbivore. A concerted repellence of herbivores seems to cause fewer problems in this respect, because it benefits all plants involved. However, both scenarios discussed here apply only to VOC release that is induced by VOCs and not to cases in which VOCs induce other defense traits, such as extrafloral nectar [4,5,25,68,69] or direct defenses [9,14,15,18,21,27]. Finally, although recent results suggest that sagebrush communicates more effectively with genetically identical ramets than with non-self ramets [84], kin selection theory fails to explain airborne signaling among unrelated plants [20–22].

Conclusions and outlook

When we tried to use empirical data to test the theoretical considerations discussed above, an imbalance became obvious: empirical research has focused on the effects of airborne signals in systemic within-plant signaling opens new evolutionary explanations for plant–plant signaling. Clonal dispersal and other mechanisms of population viscosity can facilitate the evolution of altruism because they increase the probability of interacting with closely related neighbors [82]. Kin selection-based theories [79,81] can therefore explain communication, particularly in clonal plant species. However, these ideas can also be applied to non-clonal plants with complex anatomies: the branched structure of lianae, shrubs and trees ensures that most organs that are exposed to VOCs being released from a damaged leaf will usually form part of the same individual. The ‘shortcoming’ that VOC-mediated signaling functions over comparably short distances might rather represent a benefit, because it reduces the probability of eavesdropping by non-related neighbors, perhaps below an evolutionarily relevant threshold.

Whether signaling among different plants via airborne cues is referred to as ‘communication’ depends on the detailed definition applied. More importantly, however, there is a lack of empirical data on the effects of this phenomenon on the fitness of the emitter. Future studies aimed at understanding ‘plant communication’ will have to consider the consequences of interplant signaling on both the emitter and the receiver and will have to separate the consequences of VOC-mediated effects on neighboring plants from the multiple functions of VOCs in within-plant signaling and in other interactions.
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